Seal parcels, boxes and envelopes with tamper evident labels, saving time and money

Delivering a cost-effective solution to all mail security; internal, domestic and cross border.

This permanent label can be applied to the parcel or envelope before the goods are sent to the recipient to ensure secure transfer, or after the goods to be returned have been enclosed and the paperwork completed for the ecommerce and mail order sector. This label protects the customer and the company from any queries.

A simple, additional layer of security that reduces shrinkage and customer complaints as well as increasing product integrity and brand protection.

This label can be overprinted with sequential numbers, company logos and can have a personalize void message too

To find out more about securing your mail please contact us

Layered security
Highly visible
Protecting integrity

Label Options:
Custom message available
Sequential numbers
QR codes
Colours
Barcodes

www.tampertech.net